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Development in multi-cellular organisms is marked by a high degree of spatial organization of
the cells attaining distinct fates in the embryo. We show that receptor-ligand interaction between
cells in close physical proximity adaptively regulates the local process of selective gene expression
in the presence of a global field set up by a diffusing morphogen that provides positional cues. This
allows information from the cellular neighborhood to be incorporated into the emergent thresholds
of morphogen concentration that dictate cell fate, consistent with recent experiments.

Spatial symmetry breaking is a fundamental prereq-
uisite to morphogenesis, or the development of form, in
living organisms, such that an initially homogeneous do-
main exhibits patterns in the concentrations of molecular
species referred to as morphogens [1–4]. This can come
about through either self-organizing reaction-diffusion
processes [5–7] or from the anisotropy associated with
the concentration gradient of a morphogen produced by
a localized source [8–10]. While in the simplest scenario
involving the latter mechanism, the morphogen diffuses
through space subject to uniform linear degradation [11–
15], more complex means of establishing a morphogen
gradient have been proposed [16–21]. Cells attain dif-
ferent fates according to the positional information pro-
vided by the local concentration of the morphogen vis-
a-vis threshold values that emerge from the dynamics of
the interpretation module of their genetic regulatory net-
work [22–25]. However, the spatial pattern of cell fates
is not entirely determined by these local interactions as
recent experiments have highlighted the role of cell-cell
communication in this process [26].

Cells in the developing embryo are known to inter-
act with other cells that are in close physical proxim-
ity through contact-mediated signaling. This can occur
through binding between membrane-bound receptors and
ligands on the surfaces of neighboring cells, a prominent
example being the evolutionarily conserved Notch sig-
naling pathway [27]. Notch-mediated interactions, that
are believed to have arisen early in evolution, have been
shown to play a crucial role in the development of all
metazoans [27, 28]. It has been demonstrated to help
sharpen the boundaries between regions having different
cell fates in the presence of fluctuating morphogen con-
centrations [29], providing an important mechanism for
systems to be robust with respect to noisy signals [30–
32]. More importantly, Notch signaling is capable of self-
regulation as the signaling between neighboring cells im-
plements an effective feedback loop [33].

In this paper we present a plausible mechanistic ba-
sis for explaining how inter-cellular interactions influence
cell fate determination, as indicated by recent experi-

ments, e.g., on the mouse ventral spinal cord [26], by al-
lowing Notch to alter the expression of genes in the mor-
phogen interpretation module, which in turn control the
production of Notch ligands. Using a three-gene interpre-
tation module associated with the Sonic Hedgehog (Shh)
morphogen gradient in vertebrate neural tubes [34–36],
we show that specific types of Notch-mediated coupling
allow the size of the domains corresponding to different
cell fates to be varied in a regulated manner. They re-
tain the broad features of the reference pattern obtained
in the absence of any intercellular coupling, while avoid-
ing phenotypes that do not preserve the number and the
sequence of these domains [Fig. 1 (a)]. Our results sug-
gest that the emergent thresholds for the morphogen con-
centration that determine the localization of various cell
fates are not only an outcome of the interaction between
the morphogen gradient manifested across an entire em-
bryonic segment with the gene circuit dynamics at the
cellular level, but also the intermediate-scale dynamics
of inter-cellular interactions.

To investigate how the spatial patterning of cell fates
are affected by juxtacrine signaling, we consider a linear
array of cells responding to a morphogen whose concen-
tration decays exponentially away from the source [11,
37]. This spatial profile is reflected in the response of
the cells in terms of the concentration of the downstream
signaling molecules released as a result of binding of mor-
phogen molecules to receptors on the cell membrane, viz.,
SM (x) = SM (0)exp(−x/λM ), where x is the distance of
a cell from the source of the morphogen. The external
signal concentration sensed by each cell through its recep-
tors affects the expression of a set of genes that functions
as the morphogen interpretation module. We choose one
that has been proposed in the context of vertebrate neu-
ral tube patterning, comprising the genes Pax6, Olig2
and Nkx2.2, in the presence of a Sonic hedgehog (Shh)
morphogen gradient [36]. Fig. 1 (b) shows the module
with the regulatory motif of three patterning genes B, W
and R, that mutually repress each other, with the sole
exception of W by B. The gene having the highest ex-
pression level in each cell determines its fate, indicated
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FIG. 1. Contact-mediated signaling regulates the dif-
ferential expression of cell fates dictated by mor-
phogen concentration profiles. (a) Schematic diagrams
illustrating the French Flag problem, namely, how positional
information provided by spatial gradients of morphogen con-
centration specify patterns of cell fates in embryonic tissue.
Equally sized domains of cells exhibiting one of three differ-
ent fates, viz., blue, white and red, characterize the ideal-
ized situation (left), shown for the case of patterning in the
vertebrate neural tube by a gradient of Sonic hedgehog mor-
phogen (whose concentration profile is displayed). Under dif-
ferent conditions, variations preserving the chromatic order
and number of fate boundaries of the idealized situation can
arise (a: right, top row); however, other variations may violate
these (a: right, bottom row). (b) Schematic diagram of a pair
of cells coupled via Notch signaling in the presence of an ex-
ternal morphogen. Each cell contains a morphogen interpre-
tation module comprising a regulatory circuit of fate-inducing
genes B, W and R. Notch intra-cellular domains (NICD), re-
leased upon successful binding of Notch receptors to ligands
from the neighboring cell, affect expression of B, W and R
with strengths θ1,2,3, respectively. This in turn regulates the
production of Notch ligand with strengths θ4,5,6. (c) Spa-
tial variation of the response SM to the morphogen across a
one-dimensional domain comprising 30 cells. The three insets
display the time evolution of gene expression levels Y (= B, W
or R, in arbitrary units) for cells that are subject to low, in-
termediate and high morphogen concentrations, respectively.
(d) The resulting final expression levels Y of the patterning
genes. The maximally expressed gene at each cell determines
its fate, as shown in the schematic representation of the 1D
domain displayed at the bottom.

by blue, white or red, which correspond to genes B, W
and R, respectively [Fig. 1 (c-d)]. As Pax6 is the only
gene whose expression occurs even in the absence of the
Shh morphogen, we consider this pre-patterning gene (B)
to be expressed at very high levels initially, in contrast
to the other two. The time-evolution of the expression of
the three genes are described by:
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where α, β, γ are the maximum growth rates and k1,2,3

are the decay rates of expression for the three genes, while
K, KN and h1,2,3,4,5 specify the nature of the response
functions. The parameters ϕ1,2,3 and ξ1,2,3 are associated
with the juxtacrine coupling of adjacent cells through the
canonical Notch signalling pathway [27, 28]. To describe
the dynamics resulting from the coupling, Eqs. (1)-(3)
are augmented with the time-evolution equations of the
concentrations L and N b of the Notch ligand and the
Notch intra-cellular domain (NICD), respectively:
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. (5)

Here, the parameters βL,Nb and τL,Nb correspond to the
maximum growth rates and mean lifetimes for the lig-
and and NICD, respectively. The binding of Notch re-
ceptors of a cell to corresponding ligands of neighboring
cells (Ltrans) causes the receptor’s intracellular domain
to be released and translocated to the nucleus [38]. We
consider Notch and the patterning genes to regulate the
expression of each other [see Fig. 1 (b)]. Specifically, we
consider four classes of inter-cellular interactions based
on whether NICD up or downregulates the expression of
B, W and R genes, and whether Notch ligand produc-
tion is promoted or repressed by the patterning genes
(mirroring the response of the ligands Jagged and Delta,
respectively [39–41]). For simplicity, the ligand is as-
sumed to be either activated by all the genes or inhibited
by each of them, while the genes themselves are regu-
lated by NICD in a qualitatively identical manner. Thus,
the four classes of inter-cellular coupling, defined by up
(G+) or downregulation (G−) of the patterning genes,
and promotion (L+) or repression (L−) of the ligand,
and specified by the parameter set (ϕi, ξi, φj , ζj), corre-
spond to type I: G−, L− (0, θi, 0, θj); type II: G−, L+
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(0, θi, θj , 1); type III: G+, L− (θi, 1, 0, θj); and type IV:
G+, L+ (θi, 1, θj , 1), where i = 1, 2, 3 and j = 4, 5, 6.

We choose values for the parameters such that the ab-
sence of coupling (i.e., ϕi = 0, ξi = 0, ∀i) yields an ide-
alized flag with three chromatic regions of equal length,
each corresponding to distinct cell fates (see SI). To see
how Notch signalling between adjacent cells can alter the
ordered pattern of cells having different fates, even when
the morphogen gradient and the parameters of the inter-
pretation module are kept unchanged, we systematically
investigate the six-dimensional parameter space spanned
by Θ = {θ1, θ2, θ3, θ4, θ5, θ6}. For each of the four types
of coupling described above, we consider 105 realizations
of the model obtained by randomly sampling Θ. Each of
the parameters θ1,...,6 is sampled from the interval [1, 10]
(for G+ and L+) or [0.1, 1.0] (for G− and L−). Altering
the nature and strength of inter-cellular interactions, we
observe a diversity of resulting patterns of distinct cell
fates that differ from the flag obtained in the uncoupled
case not only in terms of the lengths of the individual
chromatic regions, but also in terms of their number and
sequential order. To quantify the variation in the flags
obtained from the different realizations, we characterize
them by (i) the number nB of fate boundaries, which are
defined by adjacent cells having different fates, and (ii)
a Hamming distance dH to the idealized flag (obtained
in the absence of coupling), determined by enumerating
the number of cells whose fates are different in the two
flags. Depending on whether NICD up or downregulates
the expression of the patterning genes, we obtain two
qualitatively different outcomes. While repression of B,
W, R almost always results in flags having two bound-
aries [Fig. 2 (a-b)], promoting their expression yields a
much wider range of nB [Fig. 2 (c-d)]. Furthermore, the
flags generated for coupling types I and II are typically
closer (in terms of dH) to the idealized flag as compared
to types III and IV.

In contrast to the parameters governing the regulation
of B, W and R by NICD, those associated with modulat-
ing the effect of the patterning genes on ligand production
appear to have little or no effect on the resulting flags.
We use a variance-based sensitivity analysis technique to
quantify the contribution of each of these parameters in
determining the cell fates [1]. We consider the final state
of each cell i comprising the domain to be represented by
a discrete scalar variable Fi ∈ {0, 1, 2} corresponding to
blue, white and red. Prior to quantifying the role played
by the parameters Θ at each cell, we quantify the vari-
ance (σ2) in the fate Fi across the different realizations
[Fig. 3 (a-d), upper panels]. For coupling types I and
II, we note that σ2 is negligible throughout the array, ex-
cept around the location of the two fate boundaries in the
idealized flag. In contrast, σ2 has a finite value at all lo-
cations in coupling types III and IV. The contribution of
the different parameters θ1,...,6 to the observed variation
in the fate of each cell is measured by the respective first-

FIG. 2. The diversity in the spatial patterns of cell
fates is controlled by the nature of interactions un-
derlying Notch-mediated inter-cellular coupling. The
inter-cellular interactions can be classified into four types, de-
termined by whether NICD up or downregulates the pattern-
ing genes, and in turn, the genes up or downregulate ligand
production, represented by the four motifs in the upper left
corners in (a)-(d) [arrows representing up/downregulation are
as indicated in Fig. 1 (b)]. For each type, the frequency dis-
tributions of different flags, i.e., patterns representing the se-
quential arrangement of distinct cell fates, are obtained by
randomly sampling θ1,...,6, are shown in (a)-(d) for a 1D do-
main comprising 30 cells subject to the morphogen gradient
shown in Fig. 1 (c). In the absence of inter-cellular coupling,
the domain is divided into three equal segments of cells hav-
ing different fates [as in Fig. 1 (d)]. The flags obtained upon
coupling the cells are characterized by the number of fate
boundaries nB and the difference dH with the pattern in the
uncoupled system (which has equal chromatic divisions). For
types I, II (where NICD downregulates B, W and R) almost
all flags have the same chromatic order and nB as the ideal-
ized flag shown in Fig. 1 (a, left), with dH limited to very low
values [a and b, cf. Fig. 1 (a, right, top row)]. In contrast,
the flags seen for types III, IV (where NICD upregulates B,
W and R) exhibit large variation from the uncoupled case in
terms of both dH and nB [c and d, cf. Fig. 1 (a, right, bottom
row)]. For each type, sample flags are displayed in ascending
order of dH along the corresponding axis.

order sensitivity indices S1, expressed as the variance of
〈Fi|θj〉θk(6=j)

normalized by σ2 (see SI). Fig. 3 (a-d, lower
panels) show that only θ2 and θ3 contribute significantly
in all coupling types, while for coupling types III and IV,
θ1 also plays an important role. We note that the bulk of
the variation in Fi can be explained by S1 alone, suggest-
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FIG. 3. Sensitivity of the flags to inter-cellular cou-
pling parameters. (a-d) Dependence of the variation in cell
fates on the spatial location of each cell in a 1D domain, as
well as, the differential contributions of the coupling parame-
ters Θ to the variation, for the four types of Notch-mediated
interactions. The top half of each panel shows the variance σ2

of the discrete variable representing the three possible fates
(blue/white/red) that a cell can attain. The bottom halves
display the fraction of the variance that can be accounted
for by independently varying each of the parameters (colored
according to the legend), as quantified by the first order sen-
sitivity index S1. When NICD downregulates the pattern-
ing genes (a-b), most of the variation is localized around the
two fate boundaries of the uncoupled case and is sensitive to
changes in θ2 and θ3. In contrast, variation is seen across the
domain when NICD upregulates the genes (c-d), with most of
the contribution from θ1, θ2 and θ3. (e-f) Focusing on types I,
II for which chromatic order and nB of the flags are invariant,
we observe that the lengths of the red and white segments (lR
and lW , respectively) are narrowly distributed around those
in the uncoupled case (l∗R = 10, l∗W = 10). The sensitivity
of the segment lengths to the parameters Θ are shown in the
concentric piecharts (outer: lR, middle: lW , inner: lB). (g-h)
The dependence of the location ib of the two fate boundaries
(shown in blue and red, respectively) on the parameters θ2
and θ3, with contour lines shown at the top.

ing that the observed diversity can be largely explained
in terms of the independent actions of each parameter.

As flags that do not conserve nB or the chromatic or-
der of the idealized flag represent pronounced aberrations
that are undesirable in the context of development, we
focus on coupling types I and II that are extremely un-
likely to generate such flags. Indeed, the localization of
variation in cell fates for these coupling types is consis-
tent with the resulting flags typically having low dH (see
Fig. 2). Moreover, almost all of them have nB = 2, which
allows the flags to be uniquely specified by the lengths of
any two out of the three chromatic regions. Fig. 3 (e-f)
shows that the joint distribution of the lengths lR, lW
of the regions having red and white fates, respectively, is
concentrated around that of the flag obtained in absence
of coupling (viz., lR = lW = 10 for an array of 30 cells)
for both coupling types. The outer, middle and inner
rings in the adjoining piecharts represent the contribu-
tion of each parameter θ1,...,6 to the variation observed
in lR, lW and lB , respectively. This is quantified by the
corresponding first-order sensitivity indices, expressed in
terms of the angles subtended by each of the colored seg-
ments representing the different parameters. Note that
the bulk of the observed variance in the lengths can be
attributed to changes in each of the parameters, inde-
pendent of the others. As θ2 and θ3 appear to be almost
exclusively responsible for the observed variation in the
flags, in Fig. 3 (g-h) we explicitly show how the locations
of the two boundaries ib between R, W (red) and W,
B (blue) change on varying these two parameters. For
both coupling types, increasing θ2 is observed to expand
both the red and blue region at the expense of the white
region in the middle, while increasing θ3 results in reduc-
tion of the red region but with little impact on the W-B
boundary. Thus, the variation in the flags resulting from
down-regulation by NICD of the genes forming the mor-
phogen interpretation module can be explained by using
only a pair of parameters controlling the repression of W
and R genes, respectively. The predicted alterations in
the resulting flag upon changing Notch expression can
be tested experimentally to validate the role of inter-
cellular interactions in determining the spatial pattern
of cell fates outlined here.

To conclude, our work reveals that juxtacrine signaling
between cells could play a key role in adaptively regulat-
ing cellular differentiation that results in morphogenesis.
While the diffusing morphogen, by setting up a global
field acts as the signal triggering the breaking of the in-
trinsic symmetry, and the gene regulatory circuit form-
ing the interpretation module translates the local mor-
phogen concentration into the eventual cell fates, inter-
cellular interactions allow the information from the en-
vironment of each cell to be incorporated into the pro-
cess. Apart from their utility in correcting for fluctua-
tions in the signal in the presence of noise [29], such an
intermediate-scale process can increase the robustness of
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the system in generating the desired flag by compensat-
ing for mutations affecting the production and/or inter-
pretation of the morphogen. We show this by using a
modeling approach that integrates two apparently dis-
parate paradigms for investigating biological pattern for-
mation [31], namely, that of boundary-organized mecha-
nisms involving a pre-pattern such as a morphogen con-
centration gradient, and self-organized mechanisms in-
volving interactions between constituents [43].
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LIST OF SUPPLEMENTARY FIGURES

1. Fig S1: The final expression levels B, W and R of the patterning genes, as well as, the concentrations of the
Notch ligand, L, and NICD, N b, for each of the coupling types..

2. Fig S2: Spatio-temporal evolution of the expression levels of the patterning genes B, W, and R at different cells
in a 1D array comprising 30 cells.

3. Fig S3: The effect of differential expression of Notch on cell fates.

4. Fig S4: “Sloppy parameter sensitivity” of the flags to inter-cellular coupling.

MODEL PARAMETER VALUES

parameter SM (0) λM α β γ βL βNb K KN k1 k2 k3 τL τNb h1 h2 h3 h4 h5

value 100.0 0.3 4.0 6.3 5.0 5.0 5.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 6 2 5 1 1

TABLE S1. The values for the model parameters used for all simulation results reported (unless specified otherwise).

TEMPORAL EVOLUTION AND PARAMETER DEPENDENCE OF THE PATTERNS REPRESENTING
THE SEQUENTIAL ARRANGEMENT OF DISTINCT CELL FATES

The fate of each cell in the linear array we consider in our simulation is determined by the expression levels of
the three patterning genes B,W and R at tmax = 100. Gene B is chosen to be the pre-patterning gene, such that
its expression level is high (= 5 arb. units) initially while the initial expression level of the genes W and R is 0.
Fig. S1 shows for each of the coupling types considered in the main text, the time evolution of the expression levels
for B, W and R with a representative set of values chosen for the coupling parameters. For coupling types I and II,
B continues to be the maximally expressed gene in cells that have relatively low exposure to the morphogen, while
in cells subject to intermediate and high morphogen concentrations W and R genes (respectively) are the maximally
expressed ones. In case of types III and IV, more than two fate boundaries can emerge and the chromatic order seen
in the uncoupled system is not conserved. This implies that the coupling types III and IV give rise to a large diversity
of flags, compared to types I and II.

Fig. S2 shows the final expression levels of the three pattering genes B, W, R in all the cells of the linear array, along
with the concentrations of the Notch ligand, L, and the Notch intra-cellular domain NICD, N b, for four representative
sets of parameter values for each of the four coupling types.

We have considered the maximal production rate of NICD, βN
b

to be 5 for all the results described in the main
text. To understand the implications of the over or under-expression of Notch for the results of our model, we have

also performed simulations by considering a a wide range of values of βN
b

. We consider only coupling types I and II
which conserve the number of boundaries and the chromatic order observed in the uncoupled system, ensuring that

pathological patterns of cell fates do not arise for βN
b

= 5. Fig. S3 shows the variation in length of the chromatic

regions as a function of βN
b

for four different sets of coupling parameter values for each of the two coupling types. It
is evident that, depending on the values of the coupling parameters chosen, the higher expression of Notch can lead to
either increase or reduction of the red region, while the width of the blue region remains largely invariant. This result
suggests that experimental observation of the effect of under or over-expression of Notch on the length of the regions
with different cell fates can provide us with information about the type of coupling and the strength of interactions
in different biological systems.
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FIG. S1. Spatio-temporal evolution of the expression levels of the patterning genes B, W, and R at different
cells in a 1D array comprising 30 cells. The resulting cell fates are indicated on the top surface of each panel corresponding
to the coupling types I-IV. For each coupling type, a representative parameter set Θ is used for the simulation. Note that, all
cells initially exhibit high expression levels for B.
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FIG. S2. The final expression levels B, W and R of the patterning genes, as well as, the concentrations of the
Notch ligand, L, and NICD, Nb, for each of the coupling types. The maximally expressed gene at each cell in the 1D
array determines its fate, indicated by the colors blue, white or red. For each coupling type, results obtained using different
choices of values for the parameter set Θ are shown.
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FIG. S3. The effect of differential expression of Notch on cell fates. The variation of the spatial extent of the three

chromatic regions (indicated using the colors blue, white and red) with the NICD maximal production rate, βNb

, for coupling
types I and II which preserve the chromatic order and number of boundaries seen in the uncoupled system. For all results

shown in the main text, we have chosen βNb

= 5 (indicated using a broken line). The result of under or over-expression of
Notch relative to this value is shown for different choices of values for the parameter set Θ in the case of each coupling type.

PARAMETER SENSITIVITY

Variance-based sensitivity analysis

To quantify the contribution of the parameters governing the regulation of the patterning genes by NICD in
determining the cell fates, we have used a variance-based sensitivity analysis often referred to as the Sobol method [1].
This method can be used to investigate the effect of varying any one of the parameters, or a pair of them at a time,
or any other higher-order combinations. We consider a system that yields a scalar output as a function of parameters
θj ,

Y = f(θ1, θ2, .., θk) . (6)

The first-order sensitivity index, which corresponds to the fraction of the total variation in Y that can be attributed
to varying only θj , keeping the other parameters fixed, is defined as

S1(j) =
Vθi(Eθ−j (Y |θj))

V (Y )
. (7)

Here, −j refers to all other parameters except j. For each cell this sensitivity index is, by definition, bound within
the range 0 ≤ S1(j) ≤ 1. Note that the fraction of the total variance in the output variable that can be explained by
changing one parameter at a time is given by the sum over all the first-order sensitivity indices,

∑
j S1(j) ≤ 1.

As mentioned in the main text, we quantitatively investigate the role of the parameter set Θ in determining the final
state of the cells i (i = 1, . . . , 30) represented by a discrete scalar variable, Fi ∈ {0, 1, 2}. The contribution of each
of θk (k = 1, . . . , 6) to the observed variation in cell fates is measured by the respective first-order sensitivity indices
S1, expressed as the the variance of 〈Fi|θj〉θk(6=j)

normalized by σ2 (i = 1, . . . , 30). In case of the coupling types I
and II, we almost always observe two boundaries separating the distinct regions. This allows us to uniquely identify
a resultant flag by specifying lR, lW and lB , which correspond to the lengths of the red, white and blue regions,
respectively, and which can take discrete values in the range [0, 30]. Corresponding to these three scalar variables, we
obtain first-order sensitivity indices S1R, S1W and S1B , using quasi Monte Carlo methods.
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FIG. S4. “Sloppy parameter sensitivity” of the flags to inter-cellular coupling. The concentric pie charts (a: type I,
b: type II) show the fractional contribution of the components of the parameter set Θ, represented by colors indicated in the
key at the top, to the sensitivity of the system to parameter variation. This is expressed in terms of the spectral characteristics
of the Hessian matrix, whose eigenvalues λ obtained for a specific parameter set for each coupling type are shown at the bottom.
For both coupling types, the two largest eigenvalues are comparable in magnitude while there is a large gap between these and
the subsequent eigenvalues. The bar plots (c: type I, d: type II) show the probability distribution [in logarithmic scale] of the
exponential function of entropy S for the eigenvector components of the Hessian calculated for an ensemble of 103 randomly
chosen parameter sets Θ. Note that, as exp(S) provides a measure for the number of dominant components in an eigenvector,
most eigenvectors are dominated by a single component. This is in agreement with the observation that almost all of the
concentric shells in the pie charts show the predominance of one color. The aggregated contribution w of each parameter to the
eigenvectors (e: type I, f: type II) indicates that, consistent with the variance-based sensitivity analysis reported in the main
text, θ2 and θ3 are almost exclusively responsible for the observed variation in the flags.

“Sloppy parameter sensitivity” analysis

As a supplement to the variance-based sensitivity analysis, we have characterized the sensitivity of the model output
to variation of the parameters Θ = {θ1, . . . , θ6} using “sloppy model analysis” [2–4].

This is done by varying each parameter over a relevant range and calculating a Jacobian matrix that captures
the variation of output variables of interest. The Jacobian is then used to obtain a Hessian matrix whose spectrum
indicates the sensitivity of the system to each of the parameters.

The output variables that we use to characterize the sloppiness of the model are the lengths of the blue,
white and red regions. These are specified using the 3-tuple (B,W,R), each of which can take integer values
between 0 and 30, subject to the constraint that B + W + R = 30. In conventional sloppy analysis of models, a
specific set of parameter values is chosen as the reference set Θ∗ and the results of variations from this set are
then investigated. As in our model, there is no such privileged parameter set, we have carried out the analysis
using several different Θ∗ obtained by randomly choosing values of each of the parameters from their respective ranges.

To quantify the sloppiness of our model system, we compare the lengths of the regions (B∗,W ∗, R∗) obtained
using a given set Θ∗ with those obtained using perturbed parameter sets. Each perturbed set Θi,j is obtained by
independently varying the value of the parameter θj in the set Θ∗ over the relevant range in small steps of ∆θ, while
keeping values of the other five parameters fixed. Thus, for a given choice of Θ∗ and Θi,j , the residue is

Ri,j =
√

(Bi,j −B∗)2 + (Wi,j −W ∗)2 + (Ri,j −R∗)2 , (8)
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where (Bi,j ,Wi,j , Ri,j) denotes the lengths of the regions obtained using the parameter set Θi,j . This is then used to
obtain the Jacobian matrix J as

Ji,j =
Ri+1,j −Ri,j

∆θ
, (9)

which comprises (k − 1) rows and 6 columns, where k is the number of perturbed parameter sets considered. This
subsequently yields the 6× 6 Hessian matrix

H = JTJ. (10)

We calculate the eigen spectrum of H and normalize the eigenvalues by the largest eigenvalue. The number of
“sloppy” directions corresponds to the number of eigenvalues whose normalized magnitude � 1. The eigenvector
corresponding to an eigenvalue whose magnitude is very small represents an axis in the 6-dimensional parameter
space along which any variation has relatively little impact on the output. Our results indicate that most eigenvectors
have a single large component.

We obtain the Hessian spectra for each of 103 different random choices of Θ∗ (Fig. S4). Using these, we establish
a hierarchy of the six parameters θj in terms of their “weights” defined as

wθj =
1

NΘ∗

∑
Θ∗

6∑
k=1

λkvkθj ∗ v
k
θj , (11)

where the first summation is over all 103 parameter sets Θ∗ and the second is over the six components of the spectra
of H. Further, λk and vkθj are the eigenvalue and eigenvector of the k-th component of the Hessian spectra obtained
upon varying the parameter θj .
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